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Dear Editor,

Subject: RE-SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPT “MS: 4023788551627710
INDIVIDUAL AND HEALTH FACILITY FACTORS AND THE RISK FOR
OBSTRUCTED LABOUR AND ITS ADVERSE OUTCOME IN SOUTH-
WESTERN UGANDA” (VERSION 4).

We have attended to the formatting revisions raised by the Editorial Team (see next page).

We extend our appreciation to the Editorial Team.

Yours sincerely,

Jerome Kabakyenga (MB ChB, MPH)

Corresponding Author
Revisions

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Abstract: Please ensure that the abstract is identical in the manuscript file on the online submission system

This revision has been effected

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Authors’ contributions: please ensure this is formatted into a paragraph rather than a list or in bullet points

Authors’ contributions and Authors’ information have been formatted into paragraphs.

Tables: Please remove the tables’ legends from within the table cells and place the legends below their respective tables

The table’ legends (footnotes which were in table cells) have been removed from within the table cells and placed below their respective tables.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

We have checked for typographic errors and made final corrections.